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Abstract

Recommendation systems based on collaborative filtering methods can be exploited in the context of providing personalized art-

works tours within a museum. However, in order to be effectively used, several problems have to be addressed: user preferences

are not expressed as rating, items to be suggested are located in a physical space, and users may be in a group. In this work, we

present a general framework that, by using the Matrix Factorization (MF) approach and a graph representation of a museum, ad-

dresses the problem of generating and then recommending an artworks sequence for a group of visitors within a museum. To reach

a high-quality initial personalization, the recommendation system uses a simple, but efficient, elicitation method that is inspired

by the MF approach. Moreover, the proposed approach considers the individual or the aggregated artworks’ ratings to build up a

solution that takes into account the physical location of the artworks.
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1. Introduction

When it comes to museums, curators design exhibitions with a linear narrative and wearable audio guides are

optionally available to provide information to the visitors. This setting is generally very static and the user has

to decide whether to follow the suggested paths or to autonomously select the artworks to visit 1. In this context,

Recommendation Systems (RSs) are a natural and technologically ready solution for providing customized tours.

Several current attempts are trying to design systems to provide to tourists personalized visiting paths as generated by

an RS2,3,4. However, employing RS in this scenario is still challenging due to (1) the physicality of the domain, (2)

the user profiling and cold start problem, and (3) the presence of groups of people visiting together the museum.

In this work, we presented a general framework of a recommendation system to be used in a museum. Our

starting hypothesis is that collaborative filtering approaches, as the Matrix Factorization, can be deployed within

museum environments to provide the expected user’s ratings on new artworks starting from a preference elicitation
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process that requires only few interaction steps with the user. Moreover, the Internet of Things (IoT) vision of smart

museums, could allow to dynamically update the user preferences from implicit behavior analysis by localizing a

visitor with respect to artworks1. Artworks viewing times can be mapped into a common user-item ratings matrix, but

in order to obtain high-quality initial recommendations, an RS must be provided with an efficient and effective process

for gathering information about new users. The proposed approach aims at recommending a sequence of artworks

physically located in the space, both in the case of a single visitor and of groups. In particular, the satisfaction that

a group of visitors will have as a result of a sequence depends, in part, on how the artworks were ordered during the

path. Hence, the proposed approach considers the individual or the aggregated artworks’ ratings5,6 while building up

the solution in order to predict the satisfaction of each visitor at the end of the visit. The proposed approach is tested

on prototype implementation for a simulated museum environment.

2. A Collaborative Filtering Approach for Museum Tour Recommendation

Typically, in museums, recommendation systems are modeled as content-based filtering systems7 that suggest

similar items to those already appreciated in the past by the user. However, those approaches require an effort in

providing the semantic information associated with each artwork, but also the explicit acquisition of information

necessary to build the user profile. Instead, when such preferences are obtained online by the user visiting style, there

is the risk to recommend only things that are similar to the viewed ones.

On the other hand, approaches that are based on Collaborative Filtering requires a user-item matrix of the ratings

expressed by other users on the artworks collection in order to provide recommendations. Our starting hypothesis

is that in the IoT vision of smart museums, such matrix can be obtained by localizing visitors with respect to phys-

ical objects1, and so artworks viewing times can be, potentially, mapped into a user-item ratings matrix. With this

assumption, collaborative filtering approaches can be deployed within museum environments.

Here, we rely on Matrix Factorization (MF)8 for providing recommendations. The idea behind MF is the existence

of some latent factors that determine how a user will rate an item. This method has become very popular in recent

years, as it ensures high scalability and accuracy, also it guarantees a lot of flexibility to adapt to different real situa-

tions. In its basic model, the MF models map both the users and the items with an array of f latent factors, so that the

user-item interaction is modeled as a scalar product in this space. Therefore, each item i is associated with a vector

qi ∈ � f , and each user u is associated with pu ∈ � f . For a given item i (or user u), the j-th component of qi (or pu)

measures how the item (user) has that particular factor j. This quantity can be positive or negative.

2.1. Preference Elicitation

The design of an elicitation method implies making decisions that affect both the effort required to the user for

expressing his/her preferences and the recommendations’ accuracy. One of the most common used approach in RSs

to generate a user preference profile is to rely on the new user to express his/her preferences by rating a fixed number

of items. However, this is not an efficient way to convert the workload carried by the user in recommendations as it

involves a high user’s cognitive effort. It is usually more desirable to start offering the recommendations to the visitors

as soon as possible, hence minimizing intrusiveness for the users.

The proposed elicitation method is inspired by the MF algorithm as proposed in9, since it does not rely on specific

metadata that for a museum may not be available. The aim is to use some selected latent factors to create few items

sets for which the user have to express his/her preferences (See Figure 1b). The sets are formed by items (called seeds)

which represent low and high values of a specific latent factor f. This method consists of the following steps: firstly, to

extract f latent factors from the user-item matrix and to assign to each item the vector qi ∈ � f in the f -dimensional

space; then to choose the seeds to display to the user. After a number of interactions between the user and the system,

the vector representing the user u preference is placed in f -dimensional space of latent variables.

For each considered latent factor, the seeds selection is carried out on the basis of three criteria:

• Popularity: in order to ensure that the user is able to vote the proposed items, only popular items have to be

selected (e.g., items that were rated by many users).
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(a) Selection of appropriate items. (b) Interface of the latent factor based elicitation.

Fig. 1: A schematic example of the elicitation process is shown. (a) For each considered factor, items not popular enough (shown in grey) are

ignored. The item space is divided into four segments for the currently presented factor. Then, the items near the average values are selected,

ensuring that their other characteristics are as neutral as possible with respect to the other factors. (b) Some items from A and D segments are

shown to the user to be voted.

• Isolation: for each latent factor f , the item space is divided into four segments: A, B, C and D (see Figure

1a). For each segment, a vector is constructed (XA, XB, XC , and XD). In such vectors, for the component that

represents the considered latent factor, the average items value in the segment (respectively, A, B, C, and D)

is calculated. For all other components, such average is calculated on the overall dataset. To ensure that the

selected items are good representatives of a particular latent factor and as neutral as possible with respect to

other factors, the items near the average values are selected.

• Diversity: the items sets displayed to the user are selected so that both sets are easily distinguishable about

a particular latent factor (e.g., items from segment A and D). Moreover, too extreme values on one factor

may distort the recommendation process, so items that have values above or below the fifth percentile for this

particular factor should be removed.

At the end of the seed extraction process f sets of two groups of artworks are shown to the user. Given two items

sets A and B, several possibilities are allowed: 1) to express a strong preference for the items set A; 2) to express a

strong preference for the items set B; 3) to express more preferences for the items set A then B; 4) to express more

preferences for the items set B then A; 5) to express a neutral preference (See Figure 1b). In the latter case, the

user does not want or cannot decide because he/she does not have sufficient knowledge of the proposed items. This

translates into giving a value to the latent factor in question lower or higher depending on the expressed preference.

After each user choice, a vector pu, which represents target user interests, is updated. Given that XA, XB, XC , XD

values indicate the average values of the items used to describe low, low-medium, medium-high and high values of

factor f , if the user prefers the items set with low value for latent factor f , then f -th component of its vector is set to

XA, else if the user partially prefers the item set with low value then f -th component of its vector is set to XB, else if

the user partially prefers the item set with high value then f -th component of its vector is set to XC , at the end, if the

user prefers the item set with high value, then f -th component of its vector is set to XD. If the user prefers not to make

a decision, the correspond dimension is left blank (also called neutral component).

2.2. Artworks Sequence Generation

Once that the individual user preferences are acquired, the MF approach allows predicting the user rating on the

museum collection. In order to take into account the physical disposition of the artworks, the proposed approach relies

on the representation of the museum (artworks and paths) as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) that contains possible

directed paths from the museum entrance towards the exit.

In a museum scenario, we might have to deal with two possible situations. In the first case, the museum may already

have an acyclic default structure of possible paths that are defined by the exhibit designer. Hence, the recommendation

system can simply operate on the provided graph. On the contrary, in the second case, we can assume that the graph

of the artworks is fully connected, so it is possible to go to every artwork starting from another one. Starting from this

representation, it is necessary to make an additional step to transform it in a DAG.
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Moreover, the recommendation system should suggest an artworks sequence that maximizes visitors’ satisfaction.

Therefore, the solution that the system must find can be modeled as a Longest Path problem on a graph that connects

the artworks within a museum starting from an entry point towards an exit. However, such Max Satisfaction Path

could be bounded by the time available for the museum visit. Here, we focus only on the traveled distance. Hence,

the problem of providing recommendations within the museum can be modeled as a Resource Constrained Longest

Path Problem (RCLPP). The RCLPP has been proven to be difficult to solve (NP-hard)10. However, in the literature,

algorithms that solve the problem for DAG in pseudo-polynomial time have been proposed11,12 and can be used to

compute the solution.

In order to model the user satisfaction, we have to take into account that, with respect to the classical view of an RS

where the item satisfaction can be directly associated with its rating, here the satisfaction that a group of visitors will

have as a result of a sequence of items recommendation depends, in part, on how the artworks were ordered during the

path. Following the work of13, we decided to model the individual user u satisfaction for the artwork i in a sequence

as follows:

satu(P + 〈i〉) = γ × satu(P) + ru,i

1 + γ
(1)

where satu(P) is the user satisfaction of all the previously seen artworks on the path P and ru,i is the estimated rating

for the user u with respect to the artwork i as evaluated by the MF. The constant γ is to modulate the contribution of

the previous artworks in the evaluation of a specific one i. With γ = 1 no decrease in satisfaction over time occurs

(i.e., the satisfaction of visiting the artwork i depends on all the other seen artworks), and with γ = 0 no memory of

past items would be used (i.e., the satisfaction of visiting the artwork i depends only on its rating).

Finally, since an RS for museum should consider also the presence of groups, an aggregated value that takes into

account each member of the group has to be considered. In general, within the group recommender systems literature,

the proposed approaches could be divided into two main categories, the merging preferences, in which single user

preferences are aggregated in order to create a single group profile, on which apply an individual recommendation

system, and the merging recommendations approach, that consists of aggregating the single recommendations ob-

tained for each user using techniques known as Social Choice functions14. Since the considered problem involves the

computation of a single path for the whole group, we decided to use a merging preferences approach, whereas the

satisfaction of seeing the artwork i for group G is then computed using a multiplicative aggregation strategy, e.g., by

multiplying the satisfaction of each member of the group to see the artwork i:

satG(P + 〈i〉) =
∏

u∈G
satu(P + 〈i〉) (2)

3. Offline Evaluations

To evaluate the effectiveness of proposed recommendation general framework, we conducted an offline study on a

simulated museum room, composed of 20 locations in which to place the artworks. Since the MF algorithm relies on

the availability of the user-item ranking matrix, we decided to use a movie dataset1 to simulate ratings of artworks.

The chosen movies include some popular and some less popular, covering all available genres in the dataset. Then,

we set the distances between any two points of interest to generate the expanded DAG. The MF algorithm used to

provide recommendation is the algorithm python-recsys2.

3.1. Effectiveness of the preference elicitation

In order to get a good trade-off between the initial effort and the obtained performances, we empirically decide

to submit 6 dialog boxes for initial preference profiling corresponding to a 6 dimensions latent factors space. The

performance of the elicitation process is evaluated with respect to a baseline, in terms of nDCG and F-measure. As

1 http://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
2 https://github.com/ocelma/python-recsys.
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(a) CG mean, W = 20 meters. (b) Traveled distance mean per number of artwork suggested.

Fig. 2: Sequence vs Random results for groups.

a baseline method, we consider the classical approach where the user has total freedom to express his/her initial

preferences by voting at least 20 items.

We conduct a 5-fold cross-validation on the dataset, where, the 80% of the users and their ratings are used to build

up the item groups to be shown to the users. The remaining 20% is used to simulate the users decisions with respect to

the elicitation process and to evaluate the proposed recommendations. Moreover, for each user in 20% of the test set,

70% of his/her ratings were considered to simulate the initial preference elicitation process (or the initial user profile

for the baseline case), while the other 30% was used to evaluate the effectiveness of the recommendations.

For the offline testing, we simulated the behavior of the users starting from the dataset information. In particular,

the value (out of five possible choices) to assign to a latent factor was chosen by evaluating the average of the items

ratings which represent the two opposite values of the latent factor (e.g., items in the sectors A and D). Subsequently,

the difference r of the two values is considered, and it is used to simulate the user’s choice (A if r < −1.5, B if

−1.5 ≤ r < −0.5, 0 if −0.5 ≤ r < 0.5, C if 0.5 ≤ r < 1.5 and D if r ≥ 1.5). For example, consider the scenario where

the user u expressed votes for the following items: m1 = 3.5,m2 = 3.5,m3 = 5 and m4 = 0,m5 = 3,m6 = 2 and, the

item 1, 2, 3 represent low values for the latent factor f act1, while items 4, 5, 6 represent the high values. Then, since

the means of rated items are 4 and 1.66 the simulation assigns to the latent factor a vote in A.

In conclusion, test about nDCG and F-measure shows that there are no substantial differences between proposed

approach and baseline method. Indeed, the values of F-measure are for the proposed approach and for the baseline

method respectively 37% and 36% and, for nDCG we have 0.183 and 0.182 respectively. In both cases, differences

with respect to the baseline case are small. As confirmed by the ANOVA tests, the values are significant with p < 0.01.

We found that the exploitation of latent factors is a promising way to generate interactive, choice-based recom-

mendation dialogs. In comparison to baseline method, we achieve a substantive equality with respect to accuracy and

user satisfaction about recommendations without sacrificing interaction efficiency.

3.2. Effectiveness of the sequences

To evaluate the proposed sequences, we used the Cumulative Gain (CG). Since the dataset that we used does not

contain configurations of real groups, it was necessary to create artificial groups. Two types of groups were created:

groups with high inner similarity and random groups. In the first case, the group contains only users who have similar

tastes, e.g. groups that provided similar ratings, whereas in the second case the group may also contain users who

have very different tastes because the choice was made randomly. In addition, for each type of group, groups of 2, 3,

4 and 5 users have been created.
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Our initial hypothesis is that the results obtained with our approach, called Sequence, are not due to chance and, for

this reason, we compare them with the results obtained with an approach, called Random, which suggests artworks

at random. A sequence suggested with the Random approach contains r artworks, where r depends on the number

of artworks suggested by the Sequence approach. In our experiment, after the generation of sequence I∗ with the

Sequence approach, random r = |I∗| movies are chosen, without taking into account maximum walking distance

threshold W.

In Figure 2a is shown the histogram of the CG mean, for high inner similarity groups of the results obtained with the

two approaches, Sequence and Random. Notice that our approach performs slightly better than the one that suggests

artworks randomly. However, the Random approach is a bad recommendation strategy of sequences because it does

not take into account the traveled distance, forcing visitors to walk too much (Figure 2b).

4. Conclusions

In this work, we presented a general framework for collaborative filtering-based recommendations in museums. It

starts with a simple and efficient elicitation method and ends with a recommendation of artworks sequences for groups

of visitors. The effectiveness of our framework is evaluated with offline testings in a simulated museum environment.

The encouraging results will be more deeply analyzed in the future. First, the aim is to test our system in a real museum

with real groups of visitors, and with different satisfaction functions and algorithms for generating sequences. Finally,

we would like to consider a temporal threshold of the whole visit that includes also the artworks visiting time and to

dynamically optimize the tour according to crowding around artworks.
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